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• Abstract (300 words):
Under the banner of making cities smarter, major cities across the globe are installing media poles and media kiosks in public spaces. This project examines a series of media poles constructed in 2009 alongside the Ubiquitous Street in the Gangnam district in Seoul, South Korea. The media poles initially attracted people’s attention but were soon neglected by both the public and the city municipal which had invested approximately $7,200,000 for the project.

In this study, I analyze the exceptional qualities of the media poles that distinguish them from other media screens. First, this paper examines the unique attributes of the media poles that come with their presence in the physical public space and their functions supported by their embedded software and technology. These two qualities of the
media poles produce three different types of spaces, which I define as the "confined cyberspace," the "adjacent space," and the "circulating public space".

Secondly, this study adopts the Lefebvrian concept of space to understand the discrepancies of social interactions between those initially “conceived” by the city municipal and those enacted by people in the “lived space.” To further unpack these discrepancies, I adopt Deleuze and Guattari’s schizoanalytic approach which leads to inter-relational thinking of the media poles among its various constituencies.

Lastly, this paper proposes the utilization of the three aforementioned spaces as a new way to design and imagine media poles in the city. This plan invites people to access the “confined cyberspace” through the screen on the media poles in front of the “adjacent space” and provides opportunities to interact with others in the physical “circulating public space”. The media poles’ significance will be more acknowledged with this new plan since it will be a way to deal with issues caused by the anonymity of cyberspaces.
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